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ABSTRACT
Annular Bright Field Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (ABF-STEM)
allows microscopers to image the location of atoms in films as thin as a single
atomic layer. In high signal to noise images sub-picometer localization precision
is achievable. Recent work has used ABF-STEM to measure oxygen displace-
ments in complex oxides heterostructures, with intent of showing ferromagnetic
and multiferroic properties. However, previous work on the accuracy of ABF-
STGEM imaging has shown that when a sample is tilted by 6 mrad relative to the
electron beam, it creates artificial displacements of 11.9 pm between oxygen and
cation columns [11]. Artifacts of this magnitude make picometer-scale measure-
ments of oxygen displacements impossible. However, use of Convergent Beam
Electron Diffraction (CBED) can aid sample alignment in the STEM and mistilts
can typically be reduced to approximately 1 mrad or better.
Thus, there remains an open question as to what kinds of tilt-induced arti-
facts exist at sample tilts expected in experimental ABF-STEM. In order to quan-
tify the effects of a sample tilt of 1 mrad, I performed multislice image simula-
tions on cubic SrTiO3 over a range of thicknesses from one atomic layer to just
over 30 nm. I found that even with only 1 mrad of tilt, artificial displacements
so large as 11.8 pm between titanium/oxygen and oxygen columns and 4.2 pm
between strontium and titanium/oxygen columns are present in ABF-STEM im-
ages. I further found that these displacements are not present in HAADF-STEM
images, as the displacement between strontium and titanium/oxygen columns
was below 0.2 pm at 1 mrad of sample tilt and less than 1.5 pm at sample tilts up
to 10 mrad. Because tilts of this magnitude are difficult to control for experimen-
tally, the apparent location of atomic positions in ABF-STEM images may not
accurately reflect true atomic structure and measurements of picometer-scale
oxygen distortions in complex oxides may not be possible unless sample tilt is
carefully controlled.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Motivation and Previous Work
1.1.1 Motivation for Electron Microscopy
Many interesting material properties only emerge at the nanoscale or are funda-
mentally due to microscopic variations. To characterize and understand these
effects, in order to build devices that utilize them, we need to be able to see
materials at the atomic level.
Unfortunately, light microscopy is unable to perform atomic-scale imaging.
The diffraction limit of visible light sets a minimum on the size of objects able
to be resolved with an optical microscope. This limit is commonly given by
the Abbe formula (Eq. 1.1) where d is the minimum resolvable distance, λ is the
wavelength of light, n is the refractive index of the material the light is travelling
through, and θ is the aperture half-angle of the lens [28]. Typically, the n sin θ
term is replaced with a value called the numerical aperture (NA). NA represents
the angular range within which an objective can transmit or accept light in a
given medium, and thus how finely the lens can resolve objects at a distance.
Using a medium of high index of refraction such as immersion oil (n = 1.52)
[32], and noting that sin θ can reach a maximum value of 1, we can achieve a
NA of approximately 1.5. Using light with a wavelength of 500 nm allows us
to resolve features of approximately 167 nm. This resolution is several orders of
magnitude too large for resolving individual atoms, which have length scales
1
on the order of one Angstrom.
d =
λ
2n sin θ
=
λ
2NA
(1.1)
One method to overcome the diffraction limit of visible light is to use radi-
ation with smaller wavelengths, such as x-rays. However, the Planck-Einstein
relation states that the energy of a photon is directly proportional to its wave-
length (Eq. 1.2) [13], so as we decrease the wavelength of our imaging radiation,
we impart more energy into the imaged sample per photon. As such imaging
atomic-scale features using x-rays incurs significant radiation damage in mate-
rials robust to radiation damage and completely obliterates organic molecules
[18]. While research on femtosecond x-ray pulses and nanometer-scale beams
is underway to tackle this challenge, conventional diffraction techniques make
atomic scale x-ray imaging impossible in most materials [5, 20, 33].
E =
hc
λ
(1.2)
An ideal solution to the diffraction limit would be an imaging technique with
a small wavelength and low dosing requirements, which has led to the rise of
electron microscopy. While electrons are subject to the same diffraction limit as
electromagnetic radiation, for many samples an image can be generated with
less radiation damage using electrons versus x-rays. The advantage of electrons
comes from the fact that relatively few electrons need to be fired at a sample
to generate an image. This need is due to strong scattering effects of electrons
off of atomic nuclei and ease of detection using scintillators and direct electron
detectors [31].
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1.1.2 Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM)
In order to take advantage of the benefits of electrons, several imaging tech-
niques have been developed. One of these is Transmission Electron Microscopy
(TEM). TEM is a form of electron microscopy where electrons are accelerated
through a voltage potential and transmitted through a thin sample. The trans-
mitted electrons are then diffracted onto a detector [39]. The strong interac-
tions of electrons with atomic potentials makes this technique an ideal choice
for imaging thin films [34, 10] and material interfaces [17], which can be pre-
pared for imaging by milling down a large sample to nanometer thicknesses
[4, 26].
Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM) is a further refinement
on the TEM imaging technique. In this imaging mode, magnetic lenses focus
electrons to a narrow point on the sample, called a probe. This probe is then
raster scanned across the sample in a 2D grid. Detectors are placed at various
geometries which collect electrons scattered from atoms in the sample. At each
probe position, the electron intensity on each detector is integrated to create a
pixel for the final image. The collection of these pixels is a 2D, real-space image
with resolution given by the probe size, probe positioning, and the interaction
of the electrons with the sample [39].
Compared to conventional TEM, in STEM information is collected one pixel
at a time. The scattering geometry affords flexibility in detector placement and a
range of signals can be collected, some even simultaneously. Typically in STEM
an annular detector is placed outside of the exiting electron beam, called the
dark field region. Because this detector is a located at a larger angle than the
aperture of the focused electron probe, the signal is only strong when the probe
3
Figure 1.1: An electron microscope in STEM mode. The probe is swept in
a 2D grid across the sample. Each probe position generates one
pixel of information in the STEM image per detector. Image
Source: Zhang et al. [41]
is over an atom, which causes electrons in the probe to scatter to the detector
elastically. This causes atoms to appear white on a dark background. This type
of detector is called an Annular Dark Field (ADF) detector. Detectors with large
inner angle (typically 3˜x the probe forming aperture) are referred to as high
angle (HA)ADF. Detectors can also be placed at a lower angle than the aper-
ture of the beam. In this setup atoms scatter electrons away from the detector,
causing atoms to appear dark on a white background. An annular version of
this detector, typically covering angles from half the probe aperture to the full
probe aperture, is called an Annular Bright Field (ABF) detector. A depiction
of a typical STEM imaging setup containing both a HAADF and an ABF detec-
tor is shown in Figure 1.1. A detailed comparison of these detector setups is
presented in Section 1.1.3.
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1.1.3 Comparison of Annular Bright Field (ABF) vs. High An-
gle Annular Dark Field (HAADF) Imaging Modes
Electrons scattered to high angles are electrons that are elastically scatter by
Rutherford Scattering from the atoms in the sample. Because the scattering is in-
coherent, phase information is not present in the image, and images made from
these electrons can be directly interpreted as atomic structure. Since this scat-
tering has Z2-dependence, only the heaviest atoms in a material are imageable
as lighter atoms do not generate a strong enough signal to be detectable over
background noise. In this imaging mode atoms appear white on a black back-
ground. This is the region where the High Angle Annular Dark Field (HAADF)
detector is placed.
The other region is the bright field, or the region that is in the path of the ex-
iting beam. As the beam propagates through a sample, atoms scatter electrons
away from the detector. Thus, to first approximation, signal is reduced when
atomic columns are between the probe and the detector, and as such atoms ap-
pear dark on a light background. Since heavier atoms scatter more strongly,
they appear darker, but because we measure the subtracted signal, both heavy
and light atoms are imageable. However, for ABF imaging, coherence has to
be considered and phase information is present in the final image. This causes
atoms to oscillate between being light and dark as a function of thickness due
to interference.
Since both the HAADF and ABF detectors are annular detectors and have
non-overlapping angles, they can be used simultaneously.
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1.1.4 Motivation for Annular Bright Field (ABF) Imaging
Historically, STEM imaging has been done using HAADF detectors. The STEM
imaging technique was first developed in 1938 by Baron Manfred von Ardenne,
but his initial STEM microscope did not improve upon TEM microscopes at the
time [12]. However, the development of the field emission gun and the addi-
tion of a high quality objective lens by Albert Crewe led to the creation of the
first modern STEM microscope, which utilized a HAADF detector [8]. Thanks
to continued improvements in lenses, by the late 1980’s resolution improved to
the point atomic structures could be imaged with 2 A˚ of resolution [36]. With
the addition of aberration correctors in the 1990’s, electron probes could be fur-
ther focused to sub-Angstrom diameters, improving HAADF resolutions and
allowing detection of individual atomic columns with picometer-scale precision
[3, 9, 15].
The direct interpretability and relative robustness of HAADF imaging made
it a strong choice for early modern STEM setups and continue to make it a strong
choice today. However, because light atoms are not visible in HAADF images
of materials that also contain heavy atoms, interest in ABF imaging has grown
among researchers studying thin film complex oxides.
Interest in thin film complex oxides exists in part because this class of materi-
als hosts a range of fundamentally and technologically interesting phenomenon
such as a ferroelectricity, metal insulator transitions, and superconductivity.
Many of these phenomena critically depend on the atomic structure.In addi-
tion, epitaxial strain induced by growing an oxide with slightly different lattice
constants on an oxide substrate can induce structural distortions which alters
the film properties.
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With the development of pulse-laser deposition and molecular beam epitaxy,
innumerable possible combinations of films and substrates can be grown with
relative ease. As such, researchers seek to engineer interfaces with desired prop-
erties by carefully choosing substrate and film materials. In order to confirm
that they have developed the material they are going after, these researchers
turn to ABF-STEM imaging to image their results.
Already, many scientists have used ABF-STEM imaging to make picometer
scale measurements of complex oxide interfaces. Tan et al. used ABF-STEM to
make bond angle measurements of S–Mo–S in monolayer MoS2 films. When
these films are bent, they can be used to catalyze hydrogen evolution reactions
(HER) for electrocatalytic hydrogen production [37]. Kan et al. used ABF-STEM
to measure Ru–O–Ti and Ru–O–Ru bond angles at the interface of SrRuO3 and
Ca0.5Sr0.5TiO3 with claimed sub-Angstrom precision as a proof of concept for
demonstrating the ability to control the shape of oxygen octahedrals in SrRuO3
by varying the thickness of the grown Ca0.5Sr0.5TiO3 [22]. The bond angle mea-
surements of oxygen octahedrals in their paper show differences on the order
of 10°, and picometer-scale precision is needed to quantify bond angles differ-
ences at that level in this material. Ovsyannikov et al. measured Mn–O–Mn
angles in perovskite–type ζ-Mn2O3 that they synthesized, demonstrating pos-
sible ferromagnetic, multiferroic, and colossal magnetoresistive properties [35].
These angles required picometer scale precision in both manganese and oxygen
sites to accurately characterize. Kvit et al. measured strain in LaMnO3 by mea-
suring the bond angles of cation columns with claimed sub-picometer precision
using a combination of HAADF and ABF imaging techniques [25]. Haas et al.
made sub-picometer HAADF measurements of inversion domain boundaries
in GaN, with qualitative support from ABF imaging [14]. GaN domain bound-
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aries are defects that modify the luminescence of the material, and their results
show a deviation from theoretical models of how they should behave. Aso et al.
used ABF-STEM to quantify the oxygen octahedral rotations in ATiO3/GdScO3,
where the ’A’ represents barium or various ratios of strontium and calcium [1].
They showed that rotations in the oxygen octahedral at the interface were larger
when small A-site cations were used, citing error bars less than 5° in the angle of
the tilt. The measurement of oxygen tilt angles this precisely requires picometer-
scale measurements of oxygen positions. Liao et al. made measurements of
oxygen octahedral rotations at the interface of a La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 thin film on
a NdGaO3 substrate with tilt error bars of approximately 5°, which would re-
quire picometer scale precision [27]. Demand for characterizing rotations in the
oxygen octahedral in perovskite structures is strong enough that scientists have
developed generalized tools for characterizing them. Weng et al. developed a
software tool that can extract oxygen octahedra measurements from experimen-
tal HAADF-STEM images with 3 pm precision and measurements from ABF-
STEM images with 4 pm of precision [38]. He et al. developed a methodology
for characterizing the shape of octahedral rotations by comparing experimen-
tal ABF images to simulations in CaTiO3 grown on a (LaAlO3)0.3(Sr2AlTaO6)0.7
substrate [16].
Despite this increasingly widespread use of ABF-STEM imaging for picome-
ter scale measurements, there is strong evidence that ABF-STEM imaging is
sensitive to tilt-induced artifacts. Maccagnano et al. and Yu et al. found that
the brightness of atomic columns decreases as the tilt angle increases, causing
a reduction of a half with 1 degree of tilt [30, 40]. Gao et al. used multislice
simulations in comparison with experimental images to study tilt-induced ar-
tifacts in ABF-STEM imaging. Their findings indicate that a 6 mrad sample tilt
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relative to the beam axis can cause an artificial displacement of 11.9 pm between
anion and cation positions under typical experimental conditions for cubic STO.
They further demonstrate that probe aperture, sample thickness, probe defocus,
and tilt angle all have a substantial effect on the tilt induced column displace-
ment. Zhou et al. did a detailed simulation of the effects of sample tilt on ZrO2
and found that 1 mrad sample tilt relative to the beam axis created multiple pi-
cometer displacements in oxygen and up to 2 pm displacements in Zirconium
columns [42].
Both Zhou and Gao’s results are a powerful demonstration of the effects of
tilt on ABF image formation. However, simulations for cubic STO with sam-
ple tilts of around 1 mrad have not been investigated yet. Since these tilt angles
are similar to experimental ones, a focused investigation of STO with tilt of this
magnitude is needed. Furthermore, since much of ABF-STEM imaging is per-
formed at room temperature, the effects of thermal vibrations on tilt-induced
column displacements are relevant. In this paper I investigate these effects to
better understand the effects of 1 mrad tilt on STO.
1.2 Multislice Simulation of STEM Images
In order to simulate the effects of tilt on HAADF and ABF image formation,
I used Dr. Earl Kirkland’s multislice simulation software as presented in Ad-
vanced Computing in Electron Microscopy [23].
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Figure 1.2: A thick specimen is split into several layers for multislice sim-
ulation. a) The initial sample b) The sample is sliced into thin
layers. c) The electrons are transmitted through atoms and
propagated through free space between them. Image Source:
Kirkland [23]
1.2.1 Algorithm
In this paper, I simulated STEM images in thick (meaning greater than a few
atoms thick) specimens. This section summarizes the algorithm used to do this,
which is implemented by Kirkland and documented in Advanced Computing in
Electron Microscopy [23].
At a high level, multislice works by dividing a thick sample into thin slices
and propagating electrons between them. At the end the electrons exit the sam-
ple and are projected onto a detector. This process is performed for each pixel
in the image, and is depicted in Figure 1.2.
In detail, the multislice algorithm works as follows. First, the specimen is
partitioned into slices exactly one half unit cell thick (1.9525 Angstroms for
STO). This ensures slice boundaries are centered on atomic potentials in the
STO lattice. At the boundary between each slice, the total specimen potential
vz(~x) (Eq. 1.3) is generated by projecting a linear combination of atomic poten-
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tials (each given by vzj(~x−~xj)) onto the plane of the slice boundary. Combining
atomic potentials in a linear manner like this is not completely accurate, as it ne-
glects the effects of bonding on electronic structure. However, without full DFT
calculations, such bonding structure is not known. For high-angle imaging, i.e.
the kind used with a HAADF detector, the effect of bonding on the electron scat-
tering is small enough to be neglected. For low angle scattering, i.e. the kind
picked up by an ABF detector, the exact magnitude of the error is not known,
although it has been posited to be on the order of 5% to 10% by extrapolating
from x-ray diffraction experiments [23].
vz(~x) =
N∑
j=1
vzj(~x− ~xj) (1.3)
Since each slice is a single atomic layer thick, and the electron probe wave-
function is a linear combination of plane waves, we can account for the interac-
tion of the incoming electron with the material as a change of phase in each of
the plane waves comprising the wavefunction. We do this using a transmission
function t(~x) (Eq. 1.4), which is multiplied by the probe wave function ψ(~x) to
generate the transmitted probe wave function ψt(~x).
t(~x) = exp[iσvz(~x)] (1.4)
Note that in Eq. 1.4, σ is the interaction parameter of the electron with the
atomic potential of material at the current layer (Eq. 1.5). For this form to
be valid, the specimen potential must be much smaller than the beam energy,
which would be true experimentally [23].
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σ =
2piγm0eλ
h2
(1.5)
Finally, we propagate the transmitted wave function through space to
the next slice, which is done by convolving it with a free space propagator
p(x, y,∆z) in the x and y directions. The propagator is given by (Eq. 1.6):
p(x, y,∆z) = F−1[P (k,∆z)] = 1
iλ∆z
exp[
ipi
λ∆z
(x2 + y2)] (1.6)
Taking the convolution of this with the transmitted probe wavefunction
gives us a the incident probe wavefunction for the next layer, ψn+1(x, y) (Eq. 1.7):
ψn+1(x, y) = p(x, y,∆z)⊗ [tn(x, y)ψn(x, y)] +O(∆z2) (1.7)
Since our sampling is discrete, in practice we calculate this convolution effi-
ciently using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) (Eq. 1.8) [21]:
ψn+1(x, y) = F−1[P (kx, ky,∆z)F [tn(x, y)ψn(x, y)]] +O(∆z2) (1.8)
Once the wavefunction is propagated all the way through the sample, an-
other FFT is performed to diffract the wavefunction into the far field. The square
modulus of the wavefunction in the diffraction plane is then integrated over the
region of the detector to generate the total intensity of the pixel for that probe
position. The combination of the pixels forms a 2D image with the same resolu-
tion as the sampling grid of the probe, and is our output STEM image.
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Note that this overview does not discuss various anti-aliasing techniques
that are used. Importantly, when performing the FFT’s described, one must
bandwidth limit the signal to only be within a cylindrically symmetric shell
within the sample crystal. This is because the probe is fundamentally cylindri-
cally symmetric, and as such not properly clipping the corners of the super cell
will introduce rectangular artifacts in the final image.
1.2.2 Tilt Approximation
Sample tilt is approximated by modifying the propagator function for the mul-
tislice simulation algorithm. Rather than tilting the actual sample or the beam,
both are kept in alignment. Instead, for small angles we can modify the propa-
gator function (Eq. 1.6) to include a tilt (Eq. 1.9), where θx and θy are the tilts in
the x and y directions respectively, k2 = k2x + k2y , and ∆z is the thickness of each
slice. This is approximation of tilt is valid up to about 1 degree (17 mrad)[7].
Since experimental sample mistilts are around 1 mrad, this approximation is
valid.
P (k,∆z, θ) = exp[−ipiλk2∆z + 2pii∆z(kx tan θx + ky tan θy)] (1.9)
The advantage of the propagator approach, as opposed to tilting the crystal
itself, is that it allows atomic layers to be aligned to our slicing and improves the
accuracy of the simulation. To achieve this same accuracy with a tilted crystal
would require more slices and a higher computational overhead.
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1.2.3 Frozen Phonon Approximation
It is important to account for changes in the propagation of electrons as a re-
sult of phonons in the crystal. In order to do this, I used the Frozen Phonon
Approximation [19, 29]. This approximation assumes that the time scale of ther-
mal vibrations is much larger than the time the electron spends near any given
atom. If this assumption is true, we can treat the atom as stationary as the elec-
tron passes by and imitate thermal displacement by randomly displacing atoms
at the start of the simulations.
Given that the beam energy of my simulations is 300 KeV, the speed of each
electron is approximately 0.77c, as given by Eq. 1.10. If we estimate the period
of oscillation of a phonon to be about 0.1 ps [24] and we know the maximum
thickness of the sample to be 30nm, then the electron traverses this region in
130 attoseconds, which is much smaller than the period of oscillation, approxi-
mately a factor of 10−3. Thus, for the purposes of this simulation, phonons can
be treated as stationary (frozen) with high accuracy.
KE = (γ − 1)mc2 where γ = 1√
1− v2
c2
(1.10)
Because the time the probe spends at any given position of the material is
long (on the order of milliseconds) compared to the timescale of phonon vi-
brations, we cannot use one phonon configuration to generate STEM images.
Instead, one must average several frozen phonon configurations to generate a
final STEM image. The number of configurations is inversely proportional to
the thickness of the sample.
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1.2.4 Multislice Convergence
Insufficient sampling will result in artifacts in the image. This can manifest
as displacements in atomic columns, incorrect intensities, or the appearance of
non-physical features in the STEM images. An example of insufficient real space
sampling is presented in Figure 1.3. Furthermore, there is no way to know a
priori if the sampling in real and reciprocal space is sufficient before a simulation
is run. However, first order multislice, the kind used for the simulations in this
paper, is an unconditionally stable algorithm. Therefore, getting accurate results
requires increasing sampling iteratively until a stable solution is reached. Note
that while this is a necessary condition for multislice results to be accurate, it is
not sufficient: it is entirely possible for the solution to converge on a stable but
not physically accurate result.
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Figure 1.3: Insufficient real space sampling can result in atomic columns
that are artificially displaced. In this example, real space sam-
pling of 64x64 pixels in untilted STO results in a 2.2 picometer
shift of all atoms toward the center of the image. Image a) gives
a view of entire unit cell, whereas b) zooms in on the strontium
column in the bottom right quadrant to highlight the artifact.
The small blue circle in b) shows the correct center of the col-
umn and the small black circle shows the fitted location.
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CHAPTER 2
METHODS
2.1 Methods Overview
In order to understand the effect of tilt on ABF and HAADF image formation
in STO, I simulated STEM images at various tilt angles and thicknesses. To
demonstrate the effects with phonons, I performed simulations which averaged
over configurations with artificial displacements in the lattice. To do this I built
a multislice simulation pipeline, which works by specifying parameters of in-
terest, passing them to code which launches autostem instances, processes the
results, and then generates graphs of the final values. A graphical description
of the simulation and analysis pipeline is presented in Figure 2.1.
2.2 Input file
Autostem takes both microscope parameters and sample parameters as inputs.
Microscope parameters are supplied directly to the program via a command line
interface (CLI). They include the probe aperture, probe aberrations, defocus,
and lens aberrations. To allow me to perform hundreds of runs of the program
automatically, I specify these values via a metadata file written using JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) which allows the program to generate the CLI inputs
automatically. An example can be found in Appendix A.
The benefits of having a dedicated input file (as opposed to directly writing
input into autostem) are multifold. First, the file gives a human readable and
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Figure 2.1: Depiction of the multislice processing pipeline.
editable document of the parameters used in simulation. Second, the file is
used by the data processing code to determine how to analyze and organize the
results. A major perk of this is that a user can change the values in the input
file to be a subset of the ones used in simulation, allowing a small amount of
data be analyzed at a time. Lastly, the input file format allows the specification
of ranges which should be simulated. For example, one can specify a range of
sample tilt values, and then launch an autostem instance for each value.
2.3 .xyz File
The sample unit cell is specified via an .xyz file, which is replicated in all 3
dimensions by Autostem to create the full sample. All simulations in this paper
use STO, and the .xyz file is included in Listing 2.1.
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SrTiO3 Simulat ion
3 .905 3 .905 3 .905
38 1 .9525 1 .9525 1 .9525 1 . 0 0 .0887
22 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 .0746
8 1 .9525 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 .0963
8 0 . 0 1 .9525 0 . 0 1 . 0 0 .0963
8 0 . 0 0 . 0 1 .9525 1 . 0 0 .0963
−1
Listing 2.1: STO .xyz file used in my simulations. First Line: Comment Line.
Second Line: Unit cell size in Angstroms in x, y, and z directions respectively.
Further lines: Location of each atom, specified by the atomic number, x, y, z
position, the probability of it being there (for materials with mixed elements),
and the standard deviation of its thermal oscillations. Final Line: -1, to indicate
end of file.
2.4 Scripts
My approach required me to run hundreds of multislice simulations. As such,
manually editing and rerunning the inputs each time would not be practical. In
order to perform large numbers of simulations on a variety of tilt and thickness
configurations, I wrote a couple of python scripts which automate the genera-
tion of input to multislice and the organization and processing of the results.
The scripts are as follows:
• runjobs: Reads in an input file, creates the necessary autostem input files
needed to run the simulations, and then launches the simulations.
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• processresults: Once simulations are complete, this is run in the folder
with the results, taking the input file as an argument. It organizes the
output simulation files, fits them, and generates graphs and a dictionary
of the fit.
Both scripts have backend python libraries that do much of the heavy lifting.
Even with the automation of the scripts, the simulations required substantial
computing power. To accommodate this I used the Institute for Computational
Science and Engineering (ICSE) computing cluster at Cornell University. The
runjobs script has the ability to launch distributed instances of Autostem as re-
quired. This allowed me to run Autostem over hundreds of configurations over
a few months using hundreds of distributed CPUs, which would take years to
run locally on a single CPU.
2.5 Image Fitting
Once the simulations were complete, to find the locations of atoms, I used
Gaussian fitting of the atomic peaks in both the ABF and HAADF images. I
performed fitting using the Mixture of Gaussian (MOG) [6] fitting framework,
which fits Gaussians to an image using the LGMRES linear optimization algo-
rithm [2]. Eq. 2.1 gives the 2D Gaussian function, where the A, x0, y0, sx, and sy
parameters are optimized to minimize differences with the input image.
f(x, y) = A exp
(
−
(
(x− xo)2
2σ2x
+
(y − yo)2
2σ2y
))
. (2.1)
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Figure 2.2: A unit cell is split into quadrants, with an atomic column cen-
tered in each one.
2.5.1 Fitting Procedure
First, I shifted the image such that each atom was centered within a quadrant of
the image. Each quadrant had exactly one column and that column was cen-
tered in a zero tilt image. Each quadrant is then re-normalized to enhance
contrast. I did this because in both HAADF and ABF images the strontium
columns are much brighter than the titanium/oxygen columns, and the titani-
um/oxygen columns brighter yet than the oxygen columns. As such the linear
optimizer struggles to fit the oxygen peaks if the image is not partitioned in this
manner because the strontium peak dominates the signal. Figure 2.2 shows an
example of how the slicing is done.
To fit the atoms, I start with the center of each quadrant as a guess for the
linear solver. Then, as I increment the tilt, I use the previous result a my starting
point for the next fit, e.g. using a 4 mrad tilt peak as the starting point for the
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5 mrad peak at the same thickness. Despite the sometimes dramatic shifts that
developed at higher tilt angles, this iterative approach allowed me to fit atoms
well enough that I was unable to find any fitting error through visual inspection.
The displacement of the atom from the center of the quadrant is a direct
measure of the tilt induced displacement, since columns that have no tilt or
phonons will be centered. I present an illustration of measuring displacements
relative to this location in Figure 2.3. The vertical banding through the center of
each atom, most visible on the left two atoms, is a stitching artifact from shifting
atoms away from the edges of the image. Despite the fact that this image has no
phonons, banding is present because I under-sampled the image in real space.
Higher sampling is needed to eliminate this artifact.
2.5.2 HAADF vs. ABF Fitting
In simulated HAADF images, Gaussian fitting successfully fit all strontium and
titanium peaks. Oxygen atoms would not be visible in experimental HAADF
images, so I didn’t fit them. Over the full range of sample tilts and thicknesses
the atomic column peaks remained Gaussian.
Simulated ABF images were more difficult to fit. This was because the
atomic columns had an Ares-disk like pattern with several bands switching
from light to dark. This banded structure is not as problematic when fitting
experimental images due to blurring induced by lower resolution per atom, ex-
perimental noise, probe aberrations, and defocus. This blurring tends to make
the atoms appear as a spot of one color.
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Figure 2.3: Simulated 8.6 nm thick (22 unit cell) STO ABF image with 2
mrad sample tilt. The blue circles indicate the center of the
quadrant (equivalently the zero-tilt atomic column location),
the black circles represent the fitted location. The red line be-
tween these circles is the displacement vector. Note that the
oxygen columns (top right and bottom left) are displaced in
the opposite direction as the cation columns (titanium/oxygen
top left, strontium bottom right).
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Figure 2.4: Contrast inversions occur in ABF-STEM images as thickness
changes. Both images are simulated cubic BiMnO3 with STO
lattice spacing, no sample tilt, no phonons, no aberrations,
no defocus (focus set to center of the sample), 300 keV beam
energy, 21.4 mrad of aperture, and ABF detector angles of
10.7 mrad to 21.4 mrad. The manganese/oxygen columns are
at the center and corners of the images. The bismuth column is
centered on the edges the images.
Because the ABF detector sits in the path of the electron beam as it exits
the sample, it collects unscattered electrons. This means that phase informa-
tion is present in ABF images. A direct consequence of this is that as sample
thickness changes, the atomic columns invert contrast in ABF images, as seen
in Figure 2.4. These inversions make atomic columns more difficult to fit with a
simple Gaussian model. Furthermore, sample tilt causes large distortions in the
shape of the peak, making them asymmetric, as seen in Figure 2.5.
Due to these factors, I had less success fitting ABF images than fitting
HAADF images. Fitting the ABF images using more sophisticated models than
a simple Gaussian would have mitigated this somewhat. However, in experi-
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Figure 2.5: Atomic columns in ABF-STEM images become less Gaussian
in shape as sample tilt increases. Both images are 15 nm thick
(39 unit cell) simulated cubic STO with no phonons, no aber-
rations, no defocus (focus set to center of the sample), 300 keV
beam energy, 21.4 mrad of aperture, and ABF detector angles of
10.7 mrad to 21.4 mrad. The strontium column is located at the
center of the images, and titanium/oxygen columns are located
at the corners.
ment they are well fit by a Gaussian, and I wanted to mimic experimental anal-
ysis as closely as possible. Despite these challenges, I was able to extract a clear
trend line in the data. That said, the ABF results should be treated as having a
substantially larger margin of error due to fitting than the HAADF images. The
exact magnitude of this error is difficult to quantify. However, I estimate the
error in HAADF fitting to be under 0.25 pm and error in ABF fitting to be under
1.5 pm.
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CHAPTER 3
RESULTS
3.1 Definitions
3.1.1 Tilt Angle
The sample tilt angle is defined relative to the z-axis, which is the axis of the
electron beam. A tilt angle of zero mrad means the beam’s axis and the sample’s
[0 0 1] axis are aligned. A non-zero tilt angle, unless otherwise stated, is in the
−xˆ direction. The −xˆ direction points to the left in all images in this paper. As
an example, in Miller Index notation, a tilt of 10 mrad is approximately imaging
the [-0.01 0 1] axis of the crystal.
Due to the cubic symmetry of STO, a tilt in the yˆ direction would display the
same qualities as a tilt in the xˆ direction, so simulating this is not necessary. This
cubic symmetry also means that it is only necessary to simulate tilts in a 45° arc
on the x-y plane to get a complete understanding of how the direction of the
tilt affects the resulting STEM image. From my simulations, only at extreme tilt
angles of 5 mrad or larger did the tilt direction affect the magnitude of the atomic
column displacement. Because tilt can be reduced below this threshold in STEM
imagining, I did not investigate the impact of the tilt direction further. However,
I speculate that the change is due to the fact that it is easier for electrons to
channel between atomic columns that are closer. Since columns in the xˆ or yˆ
directions are closer by a factor of
√
2 than in the (1, 1) direction, we would
expect high-angle tilt effects to be stronger with a tilt in the xˆ direction than in
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the (1, 1) direction.
3.1.2 Tilt Induced Displacement
In a 20 nm thick sample with 1 mrad of sample tilt, the difference in atomic posi-
tion in the tilt direction between the top atom and the bottom atom in any given
column is 20 pm. While this may seem small, this is substantially larger than any
tilt effects I simulated in a 1 mrad tilted STO sample. Having the top and bot-
tom atoms in a column change relative position based on tilt raises important
concerns about where the origin of a column is in a tilted STEM image.
Fortunately, these concerns are not relevant. Having an origin to measure
a column from is not necessary in an STEM image, nor does it matter if that
origin changes across tilt angles. The relevant factor when measuring bond an-
gles or oxygen displacements is the relative locations of neighboring strontium,
titanium/oxygen, and oxygen columns. After all, a shift of every feature of the
image by 20 pm is simply a translation of the entire image, and it does not affect
the relative distances of different columns. As such, we only care about the tilt
induced distortion in the image. Since STEM images are fitted using Gaussians,
we measure this by comparing how tilt changes inter-column spacing. By mea-
suring the impact of tilt on inter-column spacing, we quantify how tilting the
sample causes STEM images to deviate from the true atomic structure.
From the symmetry of the input crystal, we expect zero displacement be-
tween all columns in an untilted crystal. This serves as a basic check on the
validity of our simulation and a good way to measure sampling error. Indeed,
Figure 3.1 shows that in the case without phonons, the results agree with this
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Figure 3.1: Graphs of ABF and HAADF column displacements with zero
sample tilt over a range of thicknesses show no deviation from
the center of the atomic column. No phonons are included.
The label ”Titanium/Oxygen” is used because in the [1 0 0]
projection of cubic STO, titanium alternates with oxygen in the
column. This is not to be confused with the columns of pure
oxygen, which are distinct.
expectation.
When not comparing two columns directly, displacement values are mea-
sured relative to the zero-tilt location for a column. While it is true that only the
inter-column displacement matters, this convention helps highlight the effects
of channelling and makes the graphs a bit easier to read.
As a matter of convenience, all tilt-induced displacements are listed as
signed scalars. As discussed in Section 3.1.1, unless otherwise stated all tilts
and displacements are in the −xˆ direction. I use positive values to refer to dis-
placements in the −xˆ direction (leftward in an image), and negative values to
refer to displacements in the xˆ direction (rightward in an image). An important
assumption underlying measuring all displacements along xˆ is that displace-
ments are in fact in this direction. In simulations without thermal noise, this is
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guaranteed by the symmetry of the setup. In simulations with thermal noise
discussed in this paper, the yˆ component of this vector is indistinguishable from
the thermal noise itself.
3.1.3 Simulation Parameters
Beam energies in all simulations are 300 keV. All simulations discussed are with
no lens aberrations and no defocus (meaning the focal point is the center of the
sample). While Gao et al. showed variations in defocus and aperture to have a
substantial impacts on tilt induced column displacement in ABF [11], the impact
of these parameters is not investigated in this paper.
3.2 Impact of Tilt on STEM Images
The location of atomic columns in ABF-STEM images is highly sensitive to sam-
ple tilt of even a few milliradians. In the case of a tilted sample, the atomic
columns remain well defined, but are translated along the direction of the tilt.
However, due to channelling effects, the displacement is sometimes in the neg-
ative tilt direction. Figure 3.2 shows a demonstration of this.
Even at 1 mrad of sample tilt, which is difficult to avoid in an experimental
setting, the displacement between the titanium/oxygen column and the oxygen
column reaches 11.8 pm and the difference between the strontium column and
the oxygen column reaches 4.2 pm. This difference varies strongly with thick-
ness. Figure 3.3 shows the dependence.
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Figure 3.2: Tilt effects can cause substantial dislocations of atomic columns
in both directions along the tilt axis. The ABF images are of
simulated 8 nm thick (20 unit cells) STO a) with no sample tilt
and b) with 5 mrad sample tilt. c) Atomic column legend. In the
tilted sample, the oxygen columns are displaced in the opposite
direction as the titanium/oxygen and strontium columns.
The effect becomes more extreme at higher tilt angles. However, even at
1 mrad of tilt the effect is pronounced enough to make reliable picometer-scale
measurement of relative column locations impossible.
HAADF images are much less susceptible to tilt effects. Because oxygen
atoms are not visible, we only need to investigate the relative displacement be-
tween the strontium and titanium/oxygen columns. Figure 3.4 shows that even
with extreme tilt angles of 10 mrad, the displacement between strontium and
titanium/oxygen columns is under 2 pm. I present a direct comparison to ABF
tilts over the same range in Figure 3.5 to show the dramatic difference in the tilt
induced displacement between the detectors.
The HAADF-ABF comparison also highlights, that at thicknesses of 6 unit-
cells or less, the tilt induced displacements are qualitatively similar to each
other. In this region in both ABF and HAADF STEM, the tilt induced displace-
ment is linearly proportional to the tilt angle, which is not true generally (See
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Figure 3.3: A plot of the tilt induced column displacement in simulated
1 mrad tilted STO shows that tilt effects are substantial even at
small tilt angles. Worse, the oxygen column is not in phase with
the cation columns, leading to additive error. The oscillations
of the displacements are caused by electron channeling effects.
Figure 3.6). I suspect the reason for this linear relationship is because at these
thicknesses, channelling effects are effectively linear. I arrived at this suppo-
sition by modelling channelling effects in a simple classical picture as simple
harmonic oscillations of the electron beam around the nuclear potentials in the
atomic column in the−xˆ direction. By setting the initial position to zero and the
initial (tilt-induced) velocity to −Vx, the electron’s x position is given by Eq. 3.1.
This means that for a short time after t = 0, the electron should be offset lin-
early with time (and therefore thickness) before settling into oscillatory motion,
which is what we see in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.4: HAADF-STEM is robust to high degrees of sample tilt. Even
at tilts of 10 mrad, displacements never exceed 2 pm. The plot
shows the tilt-induced displacement between strontium and
titanium/oxygen columns as a function of sample thickness
(vertical axis) and tilt angle (horizontal axis) in cubic STO sim-
ulated without phonons.
x(t) = −Vx sin(wt) (3.1)
3.3 Phonon Results
Using the frozen phonon approximation discussed in Section 1.2.3, I ran simula-
tions over the same range of thicknesses and tilt angles to see how they affected
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Figure 3.5: HAADF-STEM is substantially less sensitive to sample tilt than
ABF-STEM. Tilt-induced displacement between strontium and
titanium/oxygen columns in simulated ABF-STEM (left) and
HAADF-STEM (right) for STO highlight the difference. Both
plots are on the same scale.
the results. The results with phonons were very similar to the results without
phonons, and a comparison of ABF results is presented in Figure 3.7. Despite
significant noise, there appears to be a trend where the introduction of phonons
reduces the frequency of tilt induced beam oscillations about the atomic column
centers.
Another important result from Figure 3.7 is that there are no clear thick-
ness or tilt regimes where displacement is minimized. In the phonon-free re-
sults there are specific thicknesses which appear to have zero displacement.
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Figure 3.6: Left: At low thicknesses (3 unit cells) tilt-induced column dis-
placement in simulated ABF-STEM is linearly related to the tilt
angle. Right: At high thicknesses (12 nm) the dependence is
nonlinear and not easily modelled in a general way. The quali-
tative behavior of the curve varies dramatically with thickness.
However, the presence of phonons changes these thicknesses. One can reason-
ably assume that experimental variation would also affect the location of these
displacement-free regions, making it impossible to confidently target them ex-
perimentally.
The significant noise and poor fitting in the phonon image is the result of in-
sufficient numbers of phonon configuration and insufficient real space simula-
tion sampling. Additionally, the titanium/oxygen column and oxygen columns
are poorly fit, as they are stitched-together versions of multiple atoms which
were averaged over different phonon configurations due to their placement on
the edge of the unit cell. These ”frankenatoms” are not physically realistic, and
thus the results are not as accurate. Figure 3.8 presents an example.
In order to properly investigate the effects of phonons, I will need to re-run
these simulations with more phonons, especially including more phonon con-
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Figure 3.7: The frequency of the oscillation of the tilt-induced displace-
ment between strontium and titanium/oxygen columns as a
function of thickness changes when phonons are added. How-
ever, the qualitative behavior of the system remains the same.
Simulated STO ABF-STEM is presented without phonons (left)
and with phonons (right). In the phonon image, each vertical
band represents the average of 16 distinct phonon configura-
tions.
figurations at lower thicknesses. Additionally, the atoms will need to be located
away from the edges of the unit cell to ensure they are not stitched together ver-
sions of different atoms. Due to substantial computational requirements, these
images were not generated for this paper.
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Figure 3.8: When an atom is placed on the corner of the unit cell, 4 differ-
ent atoms must be stitched together. Since each atom has dif-
ferent phonon configurations, the result is not a cohesive atom.
Left: Image before stitching. Center: Image is shifted 1⁄4 unit
cell down and right, then fitted. Right: Zoom of stitching arti-
facts in fitted TiO column. Images are simulated STO with 16
phonon configurations.
3.4 Evidence of Channelling
To support the hypothesis that electron channelling is the dominant source of tilt
induced oscillations in STEM images, I simulated the path of the electron beam
through the material. My simulations show that without tilt, the beam remains
symmetric around atomic columns when centered over them. However, as tilt is
added, the beam oscillates around atomic columns. Figure 3.9 shows the beam
intensity profile.
3.5 Conclusions
In cubic STO, sample tilt of 1 mrad is sufficient to create displacements of 11.8 pm
between titanium/oxygen and oxygen columns and 4.2 pm between strontium
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Figure 3.9: Electron channelling effects lead to oscillations of the probe
around atomic columns during STEM. Image a) shows the
beam centered on the TiO column in an untilted sample. It re-
mains symmetric about the column, whereas when the sample
is tilted 6 mrad in b) the electron probe oscillates about the TiO
column. Image c) shows a color map of the difference between
the untilted and 6 mrad tilted beam intensity profiles, which
highlights the oscillatory nature of the channelling effects. Pre-
sented are images of 30 nm thick simulated cubic STO with no
phonons, no aberrations, no defocus (focus set to center of the
sample), 300 keV beam energy, and 21.4 mrad of aperture.
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and oxygen columns. Sample tilts of this magnitude are extremely difficult
to control for or detect experimentally especially for large convergence angles,
even with the use of CBED alignment. There appear to be no thickness regimes
where this effect is consistently or predictably not present. Consistent with the
conclusions of Zhou and Gao [11, 42], claims of picometer-scale measurements
drawn from ABF-STEM imaging need to be made with caution.
My results also suggest that HAADF-STEM suffers from less than 2 pm of
tilt-induced displacement at tilts of 10 mrad for samples as thick as 30 nm. As
such, cross-referencing cation positions between ABF and HAADF imaging can
be used to mitigate tilt risk. If cation positions differ substantially between the
two imaging modes, then tilt is likely having a strong effect on the quality of
ABF measurements and measurements with lower tilt angles should be taken.
However, as my results show, good agreement is no guarantee of perfect align-
ment, as the tilt effects on oxygen and cation columns do not correlate with each
other.
Ultimately, my results show that the goal of measuring all atomic columns
in a crystal with sub-picometer accuracy remains elusive using current STEM
imaging techniques. Microscopers need to be able to consistently align sam-
ple lattices to the beam with sub-milliradian precision if they want to make
picometer-scale claims about atoms in materials not visible using HAADF-
STEM. Alternatively, while difficult and time consuming, averaging over sev-
eral randomized ABF images could allow microscopers to determine tilt-
induced variation and hone in on the true atomic structure.
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APPENDIX A
CODE
Listing A.1: Example input file
{
” m a t e r i a l ” : ”STO” ,
” u n i t c e l l s i z e ” : [ 3 . 9 0 5 , 3 . 9 0 5 , 3 . 9 0 5 ] ,
” s i te names ” : [” strontium ” , ” t i tanium ” , ”oxygen ” ] ,
” s i t e c o u n t s ” : [ 1 , 1 , 2 ] ,
” u n i t c e l l a t o m i c p o s ” : [ [ 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ] ,
[ 0 . 0 , 0 . 0 ] ,
[ 0 . 5 , 0 . 5 ] , [ 0 . 0 , 0 . 5 ] ] ,
” s l i c e s p e r u n i t c e l l ” : 6 ,
” generate cbed ” : f a l s e ,
” th er ma l c on f i gs ” : 16 ,
” r e a l s p a c e s i z e x p i x e l s ” : 256 ,
”enable xzmode ” : true ,
” uni tce l l y xzmode ” : 0 . 5 ,
” abf inner angle mrad ” : 1 0 . 7 ,
” abf outer angle mrad ” : 2 1 . 4 ,
” s u p e r c e l l x r a n g e ” : {
” value ” : 5
} ,
” s u p e r c e l l y r a n g e ” : {
” value ” : 5
} ,
” s u p e r c e l l z r a n g e ” : {
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” s t a r t ” : 1 ,
”end ” : 81 ,
” s tep ” : 1 ,
” range type ” : ” Linear ”
} ,
” probe range ” : {
” value ” : 1024
} ,
” t i l t p l a n a r a n g l e d e g r e e s r a n g e ” : {
” s t a r t ” : 0 ,
”end ” : 0 ,
” s tep ” : 15 ,
” range type ” : ” Linear ”
} ,
” t i l t z a n g l e m r a d r a n g e ” : {
” s t a r t ” : 0 ,
”end ” : 4 ,
” s tep ” : 1 ,
” range type ” : ” Linear ”
} ,
” displacement range ” : {
” value ” : n u l l
} ,
” aperture mrad range ” : {
” value ” : 2 1 . 4
} ,
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” v0 kev range ” : {
” value ” : 300
} ,
” job min processors ” : 4 ,
” job max processors ” : 4 ,
” j o b p r e f i x ” : ” q u i c k s t o ” ,
” job queue ” : ” shor t ”
}
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